The project intention has been to help the market trade more successfully by providing a high quality offer in an attractive setting which will draw more people to the historic core of Kingston town centre.

The improvements to the Ancient Market combine subtly toned new granite paving, stylish but functional street furniture and a creative lighting scheme to create a beautiful public space with character and drama.

Larsen’s BS 7533 compliant paving mortar system was chosen to bed, prime & grout all types of specified paving.

Independently tested by a UKAS accredited laboratory for compressive, flexural, adhesive and shrinkage performance characteristics Larsen’s paving mortar system instills confidence and provides long term durability.

Products used:
FBC – BS 7533 compliant fine bedding concrete, supplied in 1.2t bulk bags.
PS – BS 7533 compliant priming slurry.
FJM – BS 7533 compliant flowable jointing mortar.
Larcrete Epoxy Mortar
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